Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to its maturing technology, robust functionality and immense potentials, optical CDMA is continuously receiving much attention for the past decade [I] - [6] . However the success of optical CDMA will rest upon the ability to carry the key functionalities such as encoding, decoding and amplification all in optical domain. In the first phase of research in optical CDMA systems various encoding and decoding techniques suitable for all-optical signal processing were introduced, [l], [6] . For example, an optical CDMA technique designed for intensity modulation/direct detection using optical orthogonal codes (OOC) was introduced in [ 11- [3] . Inherent in these class of optical CDMA technique is the unavoidable splitting and attenuation of optical signals by the encoders, decoders and star couplers. Today, however, one of the key elements of success for all-optical CDMA systems is the efficient use of optical amplifiers such as erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) in the above mentioned systems.
In this paper, we present a thorough analysis for a multiamplifier configuration, which is necessary when considering saturation effects in optical amplifiers in a fiber-optic CDMA system. We derive the output characteristic function at the detector output considering thermal noise due to electronic circuitry, background noise due to extinction power of the sources, and shot noise effects. The preferred method used here is based on photon counting analysis, for on-off keying (OOK) signaling and an integrate and dump receiver. The BER computation is performed by using two approximate methods, namely, Gaussian and saddle-point approximations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 11, we describe the system architecture. In section 111, we model the optical elements used in this network from a photon counting point of view. The statistical behavior of encodeddecoder in the presence of optical amplifiers is first derived in section 1V. The total statistical effect considering interference of other users is presented in Section V. The BER results are also presented here. Finally, we conclude the paper in section VI. Fig. 1 represents a general configuration for a fiber-optic CDMA system incorporating multiple optical traveling wave amplifiers. Other configurations for amplifier positioning can be deduced from this general form using relations available for a cascade of amplifiers and attenuators, [7] . In this system, we assume there are N users, and we assign to each user an OOC with length F, weight w and minimum auto-and crosscorrelation, [2] . Moreover, in our analysis, we consider chipsynchronous case only, where as justified in [2] , provides an upper bound for the system performance. Also we assume all the users transmit data with equal rate and with a period T = FT, in a continuous fashion.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
We use the passive architecture proposed for encoder and decoder in [I] , which is comprised of a splitter, fiber-delay lines and a combiner as it is shown in Fig. 1 . Commencing with a pulse with duration T, , at the input of the encoder, we will have a recombined pulse at the output of the decoder at the correlation time after decoding in the matched receiver. Without loss of generality, we assume the desired user's transmittedreceiver are synchronized and it is indicated by index k.
For our analysis, we use a p-i-n diode photodetector with quantum efficiency q and further we neglect its dark current, which is completely dispensable in comparison to photon number after amplification. The bandwidth of detector is assumed to be wide enough to accept a pulse with duration without any noticeable change. We also use an integrate and dump receiver with integration time T, , corresponding to the duration of properly decoded chip output. The thermal noise related to this receiver is modeled as a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance 0; , [4, (16) ].
This variable will be added independently to the output variable of detector. We use OOK signaling and assume a Poisson distribution for photon number in the pulse generated by the source. We assume a saturation photon flux density $,r for each amplifier and maintain the photon flux density of traversing pulses below 4*, [8] , [IO] . Indeed, the use of multiple amplifiers arises from this saturation effect that does not permit us to amplify the input signal by an arbitrary gain. In the forthcoming sections we provide a complete analysis for the performance of the system presented above.
DEV~CE MODELING
This section provides the input-output relation for elementary devices such as photodetector, optical amplifier, splitter, combiner and star coupler used in a fiber-optic CDMA system. For each case, we relate the photon number distribution at the input (inputs), corresponding to a time (1) n , . .n.
A. Photodetector
From quantum mechanics, a photodetector with quantum efficiency q can best be modeled by the following relation for input photon number distribution, c n ( m ) , and output 
B. Optical Amplrfier
According to Fig. 2 , to relate the Joint-MGF (JMGF) at the output of an optical amplifier to its input that consists of w temporally non-overlapping correlated pulses, we have 
where the first term is for ASE noise produced during a pulse period, and the second term is for the stimulated emissionabsorption process on m input photons,
Replacing (5) into (4), we obtain for the output pulses a characteristic hnction that can be described as follows;
C. Splitter 
E. Star Coupler
From Fig. 5 , the star coupler can be modeled as a combiner when looking from output ports, and as a splitter when we look at it from input ports where both were modeled in (8) and (7), respectively. So, according to independent input variables, M i 's, we have 
Iv. ENCODER AND DECODER CHARACTERISTICS
Considering Fig. 1 , we can see for each data bit, the pulse generated by the source is first divided into a sequence of w correlated pulses, at point B. After broadcasting by astar coupler, this amplified and attenuated pulse sequence will be recombined to a single pulse at point E, by passing through the matched decoder. So, to obtain the statistical behavior of the number of photons at point F (or E), it is necessary, first, to analyze encoder and decoder individually.
A . Decoder; Input-Output Relation In this part, we relate the JMGF photonnumber at the output of the decoder to its input photon number. According to Fig. 6 , if we denote N , 's to be the random variables before combining point, and responsible for the final recombined pulse at the correlation time, and further, denoting MI 's to be the corresponding variables before splitting point, we have where in the last step, we exchanged the order of summations and used the MGF for a binomial distribution. Finally, the decoder output MGF is easily obtained as follows, From (7) and (3) one can obtain for the input-output photon number JMGF using notations defined as in Fig. 7, as; a)&mwlrr(ZI?..*,Zw) = @Bl..,,Bw(zI , . . ' , z w )
The first two terms in the above relation is obtained from the original pulse generated at the predetermined time, which constitutes the desired optical pulse sequence or code. The third term is due to the amplified extinction power at the off period of the source and augmented to the main w pulses independently. Indeed each of the T, -duration pulses in the off period generates a shift of the original code where at most in one place can interfere with the original pulse train. So, their effect is multiplicative on the corresponding MGF.
V. TOTAL OUTPUT MGF AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To derive the total output MGF, it is straightforward to move through the network step by step, using relations (12), (6) and ( l o ) , for which each provides the input photon number characteristic functions necessary for the latter. We utilize some assumptions that help to convert the above relations to more simplified and convenient form namely assuming 11, = p , = l / w , i = l , ..., w , for notations used in
Figs. 6 and 7. Furthermore, we neglect the attenuation effect due to fiber length. In the following, we obtain the output MGF after detection, @, , , , ( z ) , for the main path (related to the main user) and interfering pulses, separately. One important note in this analysis is that we must account for ASE noises produced by the third and the fourth amplifier, only once. Because, ASE noise is independent from the input signals and its effect is simultaneous for both the main pulses and interfering pulses. In our analysis, we only account for the effect, in the main path. [7] . By obtaining the result of (12) in N (6) for use in (10) and again using (6) for G = G, , the total outDut MGF due to the main user signal is as follows (After
A. The Main Path
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The first two sentences in the above relation is due to correlation between w pulses generated by the main encoder, and as we can see the attenuation effect in the encoder's splitter is completely compensated by the recombination process in the correlator. The other sentences are mainly due to ASE noises from different stages and initially inputted extinction power, which accompany the main pulses as a background and contribute to the final MGF relation.
B. Other Users Effect
The traversing path for an interfering user's pulse has been depicted in Fig. 8 . With a similar step by step treatment as the previous part, we can finally obtain;
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, d=0,1 (14) where by one interfering pulse with databit=d, we mean an interfering pulse code at the encoder output of another user, which consists of w pulses with maximum mean number of photons mVd, outputted from the interfering source.
C. Performance Evaluation

First, we have
With current results in hand, we can obtain the total MGF. This is the output MGF for the liberated electrons after detection process. Replacing z by e-'(converting the ztransform to the Laplace transform) and multiplying (1 8) by a factor exp(s20h / 2), responsible for the independent thermal noise after integration, we can then use the saddle-point method to evaluate BER. We have used the Residuum Reordered method as proposed in [ 131, to be more accurate.
As an alternative way, we have used Gaussian approximation for BER evaluation, [4] . 
D. Numerical Results and Discussion
Applying (18) and (21), and using the values listed in table 1, we obtain the BER for the proposed system. In the following, we have chosen the maximum possible gain for each amplifier, i.e., the gain for which the main user mark would not cause the amplifier to saturate. To this end, we have adopted G, such that the mean number of photons in an amplifier output is about O.I#,,,A,T, , ( A , , is fiber core area), if we begin with m,vl photons in the main source and moreover, if we neglect other users effect. The factor 0.1 assures us to be working in unsaturated regime, [SI. This gain setting seems to be sub-optimum. First, because we use post amplifier configuration and as justified in [7] , it is superior to pre-amplifier case, though we must consider that the second and the third amplifiers are amplifying w pulses whereas the first and the fourth amplifiers are operating on only one pulse. Therefore, less ASE noise will be produced in the latter case. Secondly, we always keep the output power as high as possible, and in this sense, we prevent the optical SNR (= (mean no. of photons)2/Photon no. Variance) from decreasing due to attenuation effect in the middle stages and thermal noise in the receiver (though SNR decreasing due to amplifiers is unavoidable). In Figs. 9-12, BER for equiprobable data and zero extinction power is presented using Gaussian and saddlepoint approximations. In this figures, we compared different possible configurations for the presence of amplifiers, for code weight w=5. As predicted, the best performance is achieved in the presence of the first three amplifiers (G4 = 1 ). In other cases we pay a power penalty to yield the same performance. However, using the 2nd and the 3rd amplifiers provides a performance comparable to the best case. The HER in the case of having the Ist, 2nd, and the 4th amplifiers is similar to the case of having the 1st and the 3rd amplifiers only. The structures using the 1st or the 2nd amplifier, or even both, suffer from the deficiency of photons at the receiver. It can be shown that using amplifiers with higher 4,v, the system performance can be improved in these cases.
The structures using the 3rd, or the 4th amplifier, or the I st point approximation and the 4th one (booster + preamplifier) suffer from the optical SNR degrading in the middle stages and therefore produce high ASE at the receiver. So, they do not show an acceptable performance. 
Fig. 14. BER versus input photon no. for different code weights, using the Ist, 2nd, and the 3rd amplifiers, Saddle-point approximation
Figs. 13 and 14 represent the BER for different code weights in the presence of all amplifiers using Gaussian and saddle-point approximations, respectively. As predicted, [4] , in limit, the performance will be improved by increasing code weight. Moreover, by our convenient gain assigning, we can always benefit the superiority of higher code weight structures, regardless of input power.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Using optical amplifiers in optical CDMA networks is inevitable. First, because low-power high-rate sources can not afford receiver sensitivity, mainly due to splitting effects in the network. On the other hand, we need multiple amplifiers to preserve optical SNR and also to avoid operation in saturation regime of optical amplifiers. So, in this paper, we presented a thorough analysis for these systems in the presence of multiple amplifiers. We related output photon number characteristics to input photon number characteristics for each block of the system via a photon counting analysis. Then combining all the results, we derived the total MGF at the detector output. Also numerical results were presented using two approximation methods namely, saddle-point and Gaussian approximations. In this analysis we included thermal noise in the receiver and saturation effect in the amplifiers. The results show that using two amplifiers, namely, one before the star coupler and the other before decoder, the system performance is a sub-optimum one when compared to the best case (using all amplifiers). Also, using an amplifier before decoder is preferred when compared with placing an amplifier before the photodetector (preamplifier).
